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This paper is concerned with an asymptotic analysis of hierarchical production
planning in a stochastic manufacturing system consisting of machines that are
subject to breakdown and repair. The system produces a single product whose rate
of demand over time is constant. The problem is formulated as a continuous-time
dynamic programming problem in which the objective is to minimize the cost of
production, inventories, and backlogs. The size of the buffer between the two
adjacent machines is assumed to have lower and upper bound constraints. As the
rates of change of the machine states approach infinity, the analysis results in a
limiting problem in which the stochastic machine availability is replaced by its
equilibrium mean availability. The value function for the original problem con-
verges to the value function of the limiting problem. A method of ‘‘shrinking,’’
‘‘total lifting,’’ and ‘‘modification’’ is introduced in order to construct near-optimal
controls for the original problem by using near-optimal controls of the limiting
problem. The convergence rate of the value function for the original problem to
1This research was supported in part by NSERC Grant A4619, ONR Grant N00014-96-1-
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that of the limiting problem is established. This helps in providing an error
estimate for the constructed open-loop asymptotic optimal control. Q 2000 Aca-
demic Press
Key Words: hierarchical control; manufacturing systems; stochastic dynamic
programming; optimal control; discounted cost.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper studies the problem of production planning in manufacturing
systems consisting of failure-prone machines in tandem or in a flowshop
configuration. In such a manufacturing system, raw parts are fed into the
first machine, are processed sequentially from one machine to the next,
and eventually come out as finished parts from the last machine. One of
the characterizing features of the dynamics of a flowshop is that inventory
levels of semi-processed parts in buffers between any two adjacent ma-
chines must be nonnegative. This feature, together with the usual assump-
w x w xtion of unreliable machines as in Sharifnia 7 and Akella and Kumar 1 ,
makes the optimal production planning in a flowshop an extremely diffi-
cult problem, both theoretically and computationally.
Recognizing the difficulty of obtaining an optimal control solution in
flowshops, researchers have attempted to obtain suboptimal or near-opti-
mal solutions of the problems. Of particular importance to us is the
so-called hierarchical control approach, which is based on the reduction of
a given complex problem into simpler problems. Moreover, in the cases of
stochastic systems where fluctuation rates of some processes are much
faster than the fluctuation rates of other processes, the hierarchical
control approach can provide solutions that are asymptotically optimal as
the fluctuation rates of the faster processes become large. This is a
w x w xpowerful idea and is used by Sethi and Zhang 4 and Sethi et al. 5, 6 .
w xSethi and Zhang 4 study a hierarchical production planning problem
for a system consisting of parallel identical machines in which the rate of
machine breakdown and repair is much larger than the rate of discounting
of costs. By applying a probabilistic approach, they show that the value
function associated with the original problem converges to the value
function associated with the limiting problem. They also prove that the
1r2 Žconvergence rate of the value functions is of order « where « is the
.reciprocal of the fluctuation rate of the machine capacities . Moreover,
they construct near-optimal controls for the original problem from the
optimal or near-optimal controls of the limiting problem. Based on the
convergence rate of the associated value functions, they derive the asymp-
totic error estimates of the constructed controls to be also of order « 1r2.
w xSethi et al. 5 investigate the M-machine flowshop and obtain the same
result as the case of the parallel identical machines.
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w xSethi et al. 6 also consider a two-machine flowshop with a finite
w xinternal buffer. They modify the approach given in 5 and give the
convergence of the value function of the original problem to the value
function of the limiting problem. They prove that the convergence rate of
1dthe value functions is of order « , 0 - d - , in contrast to the order2
w xobtained in Sethi and Zhang 4 . In other words, some sharpness of the
convergence rate is lost due to the presence of the state constraints.
In reality, buffer sizes are limited. The situation is modeled by imposing
upper and lower constraints on the inventories in the various buffers. The
purpose of this paper is to study hierarchical controls in an M-machine
flowshop with lower and upper levels for buffers. We want to investigate
Ž .the following issues: i ‘‘How does one construct a near-optimal control
for the original problem from any optimal or near-optimal control of the
Ž .limiting problem?’’ and ii ‘‘How good is this constructed control?’’
In this paper, a new method of ‘‘shrinking,’’ ‘‘lifting,’’ and ‘‘modification’’
is developed to address these issues. The new method works as follows.
First, from a near-optimal control of the limiting problem, we shrink the
control with the scale depending on « such that the corresponding state
process stays below the upper bound less « . The next step is to lift its
initial state by a small amount such that the state process stays above the
lower bound plus « d, and below the upper bound less « d. Then, from this
modified near-optimal control of the limiting problem, we construct a
control. The constructed control is not necessarily admissible in the sense
that it may violate the given state constraints. Finally, we modify the
control whenever the state constraints are not satisfied. The shrinking
procedure in the first step and the lifting procedure in the second step
ensure that the average cumulative duration over which the modification is
needed is small. The modification procedure results in an admissible
control for the original problem.
That the final constructed control is near-optimal for the original
problem can be shown from the fact that the amount of modification
required to ensure the admissibility of the constructed control is small, and
the value functions of both the original and the limiting problems are
Lipschitz. The order of the error estimate for the constructed control is
d w x« , which is the same as that obtained in Sethi et al. 5, 6 .
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate a model
of a manufacturing system with random machines that are subject to
breakdown and repair, and we specify the limiting problem with the rates
of breakdown and repair approaching infinite. In Section 3, we give our
main result, and in Section 4, we show how to construct an asymptotic
optimal control for the original problem from a solution of the limiting
problem. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider a manufacturing system producing a single finished product
using N machines in tandem that are subject to breakdown and repair. We
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..are given a stochastic process m « , t s m « , t , . . . , m « , t on a prob-1 N
Ž . Ž .ability space V, F, P , where m « , t , n s 1, . . . , N, is the productionn
capacity of the nth machine at time t and « is a small parameter to be
specified later. The demand rate z for the product is assumed to be
« Ž .constant. We use u t to denote the input rate to the nth machine,n
« Ž .n s 1, . . . , N, and x t to denote the number of parts in the buffern
Ž .between the nth and n q 1 th machines, n s 1, . . . , N y 1. Finally, the
difference between cumulative production and cumulative demand, called
« Ž . « Ž .surplus, is denoted by x t . If x t ) 0, we have finished productN N
« Ž .inventories, and if x t - 0 we have a backlog.N
The dynamics of the system can then be written as follows:
¡ « « « «x t s u t y u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1˙ 1 2 1 1
« « « «x t s u t y u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2˙ 2 3 2 2
. .~ . . 1Ž .. .
« « « «x t s u t y u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙Ny1 Ny1 N Ny1 Ny1
« « «¢x t s u t y z , x 0 s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .˙N N n N
Ž . Ž .If we identify u t s z, then 1 can be written asNq1
x « t s u« t y u« t , x « 0 s x , i s 1, 2, . . . , N.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i˙ i iq1 i i
Since the number of parts in the internal buffers cannot be negative and
buffers usually have limited storage capacities, we impose the state con-
« Ž . « Ž .straints 0 F x t F H , n s 1, . . . , N y 1, x t F H , 0 F H F ‘, n sn n N N n
1, . . . , N y 1, where H represents the upper bounds on the work-in-pro-n
cess in the nth buffer respectively, and H represents the upper bound onN
the finished product surplus.
Ny1w x Ž xTo formulate the problem precisely, let S s Ł 0, H = y‘, Hns1 n N
Ž .denote the state constraint domain, i.e., x t g S for all t G 0. For
Ž .m s m , . . . , m , m G 0, n s 1, . . . , N, let1 N n
U m s u s u , . . . , u : 0 F u F m , n s 1, . . . , N , 4Ž . Ž .1 N n n
and for x g S let
U x, m s u : u g U m , x s 0 « u y u G 0, n s 1, . . . , N y 1,Ž . Ž . n n nq1
x s H « u y u F 0, n s 1, . . . , N ,4n n n nq1
where u s z.Nq1
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« Ž . Ž « Ž . « Ž ..DEFINITION 2.1. We say that a control u ? s u ? , . . . , u ? is1 N
Ž .admissible with respect to the initial state vector x s x , . . . , x g S, if1 N
Ž . « Ž . «  Ž . 4i u ? is an F s s m « , s : 0 F s F t -adapted measurable pro-t
cess.
Ž . « Ž . Ž Ž ..ii u t g U m « , t for all t G 0.
Ž . « Ž .iii The corresponding state process x t g S for all t G 0.
« Ž .We use A x, m to denote the set of all admissible controls with respect
Ž .to x g S and m « , 0 s m. The problem is to find an admissible control
Ž . « Ž .u ? g A x, m that minimizes the cost function
‘
« « yr t « «J x, m, u ? s E e h x t q c u t dt , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .where h ? is the inventoryrshortage cost, c ? is the production cost, and
r is the positive discount rate. The value function is defined as
¤ « x, m s inf J « x, m . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
«« Ž . Ž .u ? gA x, m
Ž . Ž .We impose the following assumptions on the functions h ? and c ? and
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..the random process m « , t s m « , t , . . . , m « , t throughout this1 N
paper.
Ž . Ž . Ž .A.1 h ? and c ? are convex functions. For all x, x9 g S and u, u9,
there exist constants C and k such thatg 0
< < k0q10 F h x F C 1 q x ,Ž . Ž .g
< < < < k0 < < k0 < <h x y h x9 F C 1 q x q x9 x y x9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .g
and
< < < <c u y c u9 F C u y u9 .Ž . Ž . g
Ž .  1 p4A.2 Let M s m , . . . , m for some given integer p G 1, where
l Ž l l . lm s m , . . . , m with m denoting the capacity of the nth machine in1 N n
Ž .state l, l s 1, . . . , p and n s 1, . . . , N. The capacity process m « , t g M is
a finite state Markov chain with the generator Q s QŽ1. q «y1 QŽ2., where
Ž1. Ž Ž1.. Ž2. Ž Ž2.. Ž r .Q s q and Q s q are matrices such that q G 0 if j / i andi j i j i j
qŽ r . s yÝ qŽ r . for r s 1, 2. Moreover, QŽ2. is irreducible.i i j/ i i j
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We use P « to denote our control problem, i.e.,
‘¡ « « yr t « «minimize J x, m, u ? s E e h x t q c u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
« « « «¡x t s u t y u t , x 0 s x , ns1, . . . , Ny1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙n n ns1 n n
« ~P : « « «~x t s u t y z , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .subject to ˙N N N n¢ « «u ? g A x, mŽ . Ž .
« «¢ « «value function ¤ x, m s inf J x, mŽ . Ž .u Ž?.g A Žx , m.
Ž . Ž2.Let n s n , . . . , n denote the equilibrium distribution of Q , i.e., n is1 p
the only positive solution of
p
Ž2.n Q s 0 and n s 1.Ý l
ls1
To define the limiting problem, we consider the following class of
deterministic controls.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. For x g S, let A x denote the set of deterministic
measurable controls
U ? s u1 ? , . . . , u p ? s u1 ? , . . . , u1 ? , . . . , u p ? , . . . , u p ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž 1 N 1 N
l Ž . lsuch that 0 F u t F m for all t G 0, n s 1, . . . , N, and l s 1, . . . , p, andn n
Ž .the corresponding solution x ? of the system
¡ p j p jx t s Ý n u t y Ý n u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1˙ js1 j 1 js1 j 2 1 1
p j p jx t s Ý n u t y Ý n u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2˙ js1 j 2 js1 j 3 2 2
. .~ . .. .
p j p jx t s Ý n u t y Ý n u t , x 0 s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙Ny1 js1 j Ny1 js1 j N Ny1 Ny1
p j¢x t s Ý n u t y z , x 0 s xŽ . Ž . Ž .˙N js1 j N N N
Ž .satisfies x t g S for all t G 0.




yr t jJ x, U ? s e h x t q n c u t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH j
0 js1
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We use P to denote the above problem and will regard this as our limiting
problem for the remainder of this paper:
¡minimize J x, U ?Ž .Ž .
p j p j¡x t s Ý n u t y Ý n u t , x 0 s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i˙ js1 j i js1 j iq1 i i~~subject toP : i s 1, . . . , N ,¢U ? g A x ,Ž . Ž .
¢value function ¤ x s inf J x, U ? .Ž . Ž .Ž .UŽ?.g AŽx.
Now, for the sake of later use, we shall state a result due to Presman et al.
w x2 concerning the Lipschitz property of the value functions for both the
original and limiting problems. It should be noted that unlike control
problems without state constraints, the Lipschitz property in our problems
does not follow automatically. The reason is that in the presence of the
state constraints a control that is admissible with respect to x g S is not
w xnecessarily admissible for x9 g S, when x / x9. Indeed, Presman et al. 2
Ž . « Ž . Ž . « Ž .construct a control u9 ? g A x9, m from a control u ? g A x, m satisfy-
ing
< « « < < < k0 < < k0 < <J x, m, u ? y J x9, m, u9 ? F C 1 q x q x9 x y x9 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Moreover, using their construction, they prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a positi¤e constant C such that for all x, x9 g S
and all « ) 0,
k k« « 0 0< < < < < <¤ x, m y ¤ x9, m F C 1 q x q x9 x y x9Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
< < < < k0 < < k0 < <¤ x y ¤ x9 F C 1 q x q x9 x y x9 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we state the main results of the paper. The first theorem
says that the problem P is indeed a limiting problem in the sense that the
« Ž . « Ž .value function ¤ x, m of P converges to the value function ¤ x of P.
Moreover, it gives the corresponding convergence rate.
1Ž .THEOREM 3.1. For each d g 0, , there exist positi¤e constants C and2
« such that for all 0 - « F « and x g S, we ha¤e0 0
k« d0< <¤ x, m y ¤ x F C 1 q x « . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Remark 3.1. In the proof of the theorem, we will give, in fact, the
« Ž . « Ž .approach of constructing an asymptotic optimal control u ? g A x, m
for the original problem P « beginning with any near-optimal control
Ž . Ž .U ? g A x of the limiting problem P.
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we need several lemmas. The
first three lemmas are concerned with the estimates regarding the asymp-
Ž .totic property of the process m « , t for small « .
LEMMA 3.1. There exist positi¤e constants « , C, and k such that for0 1
Ž .« g 0, « ,0
y1l yk « t1P m « , t s m y n F C « q e , t G 0, l s 1, . . . , p.Ž . Ž .Ž . l
w xProof. See the proof of Lemma C.3 in Sethi and Zhang 4 for a proof.
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. For any bounded deterministic measurable process b ? , there
Ž .exist a positi¤e constant C and « such that for « g 0, « ,0 0
2
t 2
lE I y n b s ds F C 1 q t « , t G 0, l s 1, . . . , p.Ž . Ž .Ž .H mŽ« , s.sm 4 l
0
w xProof. The proof can be found in Zhang 9 .
LEMMA 3.3. Let
F « , t s F m « , t s I 1 , . . . , I p 9.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .mŽ« , t .sm 4 mŽ« , t .sm 4
1Ž . w .Then, for any bounded deterministic measurable process b ? and s g 0, ,2
Ž .there exist positi¤e constants C, k , and « such that for « g 0, « and2 0 0
t G 0,
t y1 y Ž1y2 s . y3d yk « Ž1qt . yk « Ž1qt .2 2P F « , s yn 9 b s G s FC e q e .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hž /0
w xProof. See Sethi et al. 5 .
In the following, for convenience of notation we use C, C , i s 1, 2, . . . ,i
to represent the multiplicative constants required in the analysis.
1w . Ž .LEMMA 3.4. For d g 0, and x s x , . . . , x g S, there exist a posi-1 N2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..ti¤e constant C, x d s x d , . . . , x d g S, and the control1 N
U d , « , ? s u1 d , « , ? , . . . , u p d , « , ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s u1 d , « , ? , . . . , u1 d , « , ? , . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž 1 N
u p d , « , ? , . . . , u p d , « , ? ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N
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such that
< < dx y x d F « , 6Ž . Ž .
inf x d , « , s G « d , n s 1, . . . , N y 1, 7Ž . Ž .n
0Fs-‘





d yr t l¤ x q C« ) e h x d , « , t q n c u d , « , t dt , 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH l
0 ls1
Ž . Ž .where x d , « , t is the state trajectory under the control U d , « , ? with
Ž . Ž .x d , « , 0 s x d .
Remark 3.1. This lemma states that there is an « d-optimal control for
the limiting problem such that all works-in-process of its state trajectory is
larger than or equal to « d. Also, each work-in-process is less than or equal
to its upper bound minus « d.
Proof. Let
1 pU ? s u ? , . . . , u ? g A x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
l l lŽ . Ž Ž . Ž ..where u ? s u ? , . . . , u ? , l s 1, . . . , p, is an «-optimal control for1 N
P, i.e.,
J x, U ? y ¤ x F « . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Furthermore, let
Hn
a H s max .Ž . d½ 5H y 2«1FnFN n
Define
lu tŽ .nlu t s , l s 1, . . . , p , n s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .ˆn a HŽ .
and
ˆ 1 pU ? s u ? , . . . , u ?Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .
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l Ž lŽ . l Ž ..with u s u t , . . . , u ? , l s 1, . . . , p. Letˆ ˆ ˆ1 N
p px tn l lx t s q n u s y n u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ ÝHn l n l nq1ž /a HŽ . 0 ls1 ls1
n s 1, . . . , N y 1,
and
px tN lx t s q n u s y z ds.Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝHN l Nž /a HŽ . 0 ls1
Then,
x tŽ .n
x t s , n s 1, . . . , N y 1, 11Ž . Ž .ˆn a HŽ .
x t 1Ž .N
x t s q y 1 zt , 12Ž . Ž .ˆN ž /a H a HŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where x t is the state trajectory under the control U ? . Thus, in view of
Ž . Ž .x t g S and a H ) 1, we get
ˆ 1 pU ? s u ? , . . . , u ? g A x , 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .
Ž . Ž .where x s x , . . . , x with x s x ra H , n s 1, . . . , N. Furthermore,ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 N n n
Ž .from the definition a H , we have that for n s 1, . . . , N,
x t HŽ .n n
x t s FŽ .ˆn a H a HŽ . Ž .
Hn dF s H y 2« . 14Ž .ndH r H y 2«Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, it follows from 11 and 12 that
x tŽ .n
< <x t y x t s y x tŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆn n na HŽ .
2« d
F x t , n s 1, . . . , N y 1,Ž .n 4min H1F iF N i
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and
x t 1Ž .N
< <x t y x t s q y 1 zt y x tŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆN N Nž /a H a HŽ . Ž .
2« d
< <F x t q zt .Ž .Ž .N 4min H1F iF N i
Hence,
2« d
< < < <x t y x t F x t q zt . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ  4min H1F iF N i
Žˆ .From the definition of U ? ,
1
l l «< < < <u t y u t s 1 y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ
a HŽ .
2« d
«< <F u t . 16Ž . Ž . 4min H1F nF N n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Based on the difference between x t and x t given in 15 , and theˆ
l lŽ . Ž . Ž .difference between u t and u t given in 16 , we next estimate theˆ
ˆŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..difference between J x, U ? and J x, U ? . First, we haveˆ
ˆJ x, U ? y J x, U ?Ž . Ž .ˆŽ . Ž .
p
‘




yr t ly e h x t q n c u t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .ÝH l
0 ls1
‘




yr t l lq n e c u t y c u t dt. 17Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ . Ž .ÝH l
0 ls1
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Ž . Ž .Assumption A.1 and 15 imply that
‘
yr t < <e h x t y h x t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH
0
‘
k kyr t 0 0< < < < < <F C e 1 q x t q x t x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆHg
0
‘
k kd yr t 0 0< < < < < <F C « e 1 q x t q x t x t q t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆHg
0
F C « d , 18Ž .1
Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0. In the same way, Assumption A.2 and 16 imply that1
there is a positive constant C such that2
p
‘
yr t l l dn e c u t y c u t dt F C « . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ . Ž .ÝH l 2
0 ls1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 17 , 18 , and 19 , we get
dˆJ x, U ? y J x, U ? F C «Ž . Ž .ˆŽ . Ž . 3
Ž .for some C ) 0. Consequently, 10 gives3
p
‘
d yr t l¤ x q C q 1 « G e h x t q n c u t dt. 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .ÝH3 l
0 ls1
Finally, we let
x d s x q 1« d ,Ž . ˆ
ul d , « , t s ul t , l s 1, . . . , p , n s 1, . . . , N ,Ž . Ž .ˆn n
U d , « , ? s u1 d , « , ? , . . . , u p d , « , ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . lŽ . Ž lŽ . l Ž ..where 1 s 1, . . . , 1 and u d , « , ? s u d , « , ? , . . . , u d , « , ? . Define1 N
¡ d t p l p lx d , « , t s x q « q H Ý n u d , « , s yÝ n u d , « , s dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .n n 0 ls1 l n ls1 l nq1~n s 1, . . . , N y 1,
d t p l¢x t s x q « q H Ý n u d , « , s y z ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .N N 0 ls1 l N
Ž .Then, 14 implies that for n s 1, . . . , N,
x d , « , t s « d q x t F H y « d .Ž . Ž .ˆn n n
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Clearly, for n s 1, . . . , N y 1,
x d , « , t s x t q « d G « d .Ž . Ž .ˆn n
Thus,
U d , « , ? s u1 d , « , ? , . . . , u p d , « , ? g A x d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .and 7 and 8 hold. Note that
dx d , « , t y x t F « , t G 0, 21Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .and U d , « , ? s U ? . Similar to 20 , there exists a positive constant
C ) 0 such that4
d dˆJ x q 1« , U d , « , ? y J x, U ? F C « .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, 9 follows from 20 , and 6 directly follows from 21 .
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we outline the major
« Ž . Ž . Ž < < k0. dsteps in the proof. We prove ¤ x, m F ¤ x q C 1 q x « by con-
« Ž .structing an admissible control u t from the optimal control of the
limiting problem P with the help of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, and by estimat-
ing the difference between the state trajectories corresponding to these
two controls with the help of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Then we establish the
« Ž . Ž . Ž < < k0. dopposite inequality, namely, ¤ x, m G ¤ x q C 1 q x « , by con-
structing a control of the limiting problem P from a near-optimal control
« Ž . Ž .of P and the using Assumptions A.1 and A.2 .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to show
« < < k0 d¤ x, m y ¤ x F C 1 q x « , 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
we can choose, in view of Lemma 3.4, that x g S andˆ
U « , t s u1 « , t , . . . , u p « , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s u1 « , t , . . . , u1 « , t , . . . , u p « , t , . . . , u p « , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 N 1 N
g A x ,Ž .ˆ
such that
< < dx y x F « , 23Ž .ˆ
inf x « , s G « d , n s 1, . . . , N y 1, 24Ž . Ž .n
0Fs-‘
sup x « , s F H y « d , n s 1, . . . , N. 25Ž . Ž .n n
0Fs-‘
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and
¤ x q C« d G J x, U « , ?Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ
p
‘
yr t js e h x « , t q n c u « , t dt , 26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH j
0 js1




ju t s I u « , t ,Ž . Ž .ˆ Ý mŽ« , t .sm 4
js1
and
x « t s x q H t u« s y u« s ds, n s 1, . . . , N y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n 0 n nq1
« t «½ x t s x q H u s y z ds.Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆN N 0 N
« Ž .Generally, the control u t may not be admissible. We will modify it soˆ
Ž .that the modified control is admissible and satisfies 22 . This modification
« Ž .will be done in two steps. First we modify u t such that the works-in-pro-ˆ
cess of its state trajectory are nonnegative. That this can be done is
asserted as the following claim.
« « «Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .Claim 1. There is u t s u t , . . . , u t such that for n s 1, . . . , N,1 N
« «u t F u t ,Ž . Ž .ˆn n
t
« « «x t s x q u s y u s ds G 0, l s 1, . . . , N y 1, 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ Hl l l lq1
0
‘





yr t « dE e P x t G H y y « dtŽ . ÝH l l jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
F C exp yk «yŽ1 y2 d .r4 , l s 1, . . . , N , 29Ž . 45 3
for some C ) 0 and k ) 0, where5 3
t
« «x t s x q u s y z dt.Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ HN N N
0
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« « «Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .Because the control u t s u t , . . . , u t is not admissible, we need1 N
to modify it further. This modification provides a feasible control as stated
in the following claim.
Claim 2. There exists a control
u« t s u« t , . . . , u« tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N
such that
« «u t F u t , n s 1, . . . , N ,Ž . Ž .n n
x « t s x « t , . . . , x « t g A« x, m ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆ1 N
and
‘ ry t « « Ž1y2 d .r42E e u t y u t d F C exp yk « , l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž . Ž .  4H l l 6 4
0
30Ž .
« Ž .for some C ) 0 and k ) 0, where x t is the state trajectory under the6 4
« Ž . « Ž .control u t with x 0 s x.ˆ
Proofs of Claims 1 and 2 will be given at the end of the proof of the
theorem. Based on Claims 1 and 2, we can estimate that
J « x, m, u« ? y J x, U « , ?Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ
‘
yr t « «s E e h x t y h x t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
‘
yr t « «q E e c u t y c u t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
‘
yr t « «q E e h x t y h x t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH
0
‘
yr t « «q E e c u t y c u t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH
0
‘




yr t « lq E e c u t y n c u « , t dt. 31Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ Ž .ÝH l
0 ls1
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Ž .By the Lipschitz property of h ? , there is C ) 0 and « such that for7 0
Ž .« g 0, « ,0
‘
yr t « «E e h x t y h x t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
‘
k yr t k « «0 0< < < <F C 1 q x E e 1 q t x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ Hg
0
‘ tk yr tr2 « «0< < < <F C 1 q x E e u s y u s ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ H H7
0 0
‘
k y1 yr tr2 « «0< < < <s 2C 1 q x r E e u t y u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ H7
0
< < k0 y1 dF 2C 1 q x r « by 30 . 32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ7
In the same way, we get
‘
yr t « « dE e h x t y h x t dt F C « , 33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH 8
0
‘




yr t « « dE e c u t y h u t dt F C « , 35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH 8
0
Ž .for some C ) 0. Similar to 32 , there is a positive constant C ) 0 such8 9
that
‘
yr t «E e h x t y h x « , t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH
0
‘
k yr tr2 «0< <F C 1 q x e E x t y x « , t dt. 36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆH9
0




lE x t y x « , t F E I y n u « , s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .Ý Ý H mŽ« , s.sm 4 l k
0ks1 ls1
p
1r22 1r2F C 1 q t « , 37Ž . Ž .Ý10
ls1
Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0. It follows from 36 , 37 that10
‘
yr t « 1r2E e h x t y h x « , t dt F C « , 38Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆH 11
0
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for some C ) 0. Furthermore, from Lemma 3.1 and the boundedness of11
Ž lŽ ..c u « , t ,
p
‘





lF E e I y n c u « , t dtŽ .Ž . Ž .ÝH mŽ« , t .sm 4 l
0 ls1
F C « , 39Ž .12
Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0. Therefore, 31 ] 39 give that there is a positive con-12
stant C ) 0 such that13
J « x, m, u« ? y J x, U « , ? F C « d . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ 13
Ž .On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 and 23 imply that
k« « d0< <¤ x, m y ¤ x, m F C 1 q x « , 41Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ 14
« Ž « Ž .. « Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0. In view of J x, m, u ? G ¤ x, m , 22 follows fromˆ ˆ14
Ž . Ž . Ž .26 and 40 , 41 .
We now show the opposite inequality, that is,
« < < k0 d¤ x, m y ¤ x G C 1 q x « . 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Similar to Lemma 4.4, we can prove that there exist x g S and a controlˆ
« Ž . « Ž .u ? g A x, m such thatˆ
< < dx y x F « , 43Ž .ˆ
min inf Ex« t G « d , k s 1, . . . , N y 1, 44Ž . Ž .k
1FkFNy1 0Ft-‘




yr t « « « dE e h x t q c u t dt F ¤ x, m q C « , 46Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 15
0
« Ž .for some C ) 0, where x t is the state trajectory under the control15
« Ž . « Ž . Ž .u t with the initial condition x 0 s x. Now we choose U « , ? sˆ
Ž 1Ž . pŽ ..u « , t , . . . , u « , t defined by
j « « j<u « , t s E u t m t s m , j s 1, . . . , p.Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Then, we have
¡ « t p « j jEx t s x q H Ý P m t s m u « , sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Žk k 0 js1 k
p « j jyÝ P m t s m u « , s ds,Ž . Ž .Ž . .js1 kq1~
k s 1, . . . , N y 1,
« t p « j j¢Ex t s x q H Ý P m t s m u « , s y z ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .Ž .N N 0 js1 N
Define
¡ t p j p jx « , t s x q H Ý n u « , s y Ý n u « , s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .k k 0 js1 j k js1 j kq1~k s 1, . . . , N y 1,
t p j¢x « , t s x q H Ý n u « , s y z ds.Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .N N 0 js1 j N
Using Lemma 3.1,
p p
« l l lEu t y g u « , t s P m « , t y m y n u « , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýl l
ls1 ls1
F C « q eyk 1«y1 t , 47Ž .Ž .16
for some C ) 0. Then for n s 1, . . . , N y 1,16
«x « , t y Ex tŽ . Ž .n n
p
t l l « «s n u « , s y u s y E u s y u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÝH l n nq1 n nq1
0 ls1
p
t l «s n u « , s y Eu s dsŽ . Ž .ÝH l n nž /0 ls1
p




« l «x « , t y Ex t F n u « , s y Eu s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝHN N l N N
0 ls1
F C « 1 q t , 49Ž . Ž .17
w xfor some C ) 0. According to Lemma 5.4 of Sethi et al. 5 , there exists a17
t ) 0 such that«
C « 1 q t F « d 50Ž . Ž .17 «
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and
‘
yr t k q1 d0e 1 q t dt F C « , 51Ž . Ž .H 18
t«
for some C ) 0. Therefore, if one defines18
ul « , t , 0 F t F t ,Ž .n «lu « , t sŽ .˜n ½ 0, t ) t ,«
Ž .for l s 1, . . . , p and n s 1, . . . , N, and lets x « , t be the state trajectory˜
˜ 1 pŽ . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .under the control U « , t s u « , t , . . . , u « , t with x « , 0 s x, then˜ ˜ ˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž .48 ] 50 imply
˜ 1 pU « , t s u « , t , . . . , u « , t g A x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˆŽ .
Ž . Ž .It follows from 51 and Assumption A.1 that
p
‘












yr t ly e h x « , t q n c u « , t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH l
t« ls1
< < k0 dF C 1 q x « , 52Ž . Ž .ˆ19
for some C ) 0. In view of the convexity and the local Lipschitz continu-19
Ž . Ž . Ž .ity of h ? , Jensen’s inequality and 48 , 49 yield
Eh x « tŽ .Ž .
G h Ex « tŽ .Ž .
«s h x « , t q h Ex t y h x « , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
< « < K h < < K h < « <G h x « , t y C 1q Ex t q x « , t Ex t y x « , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .Ž .0
< < k0 k0q1G h x « , t y C « 1 q x 1 q t 1 q t 53Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆ20
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for some C ) 0. In the same way, using Lemma 4.1, we can establish20
p
« « j « « j<Ec u t s P m t s m E c u t m t s mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
js1
p
« j jG P m t s m c u « , tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
js1
p
j yk tr«1G g c u « , t y C « q e 54Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j 21
js1
Ž . Ž .for some positive C . By combining 53 and 54 , we obtain21
‘




yr t jG e h x « , t q g c u « , t dt y C «Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH j 22
0 js1
˜Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .for some positive constant C . Thus, in view of ¤ x F J x, U « , ? , 52ˆ ˆ22
gives that there is a positive constant C such that23
‘
kyr t « « d0< <E e h x t q c u t dt G ¤ x y C 1 q x « . 55Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ˆH 23
0
Ž .On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 and 43 imply that
k d0< <¤ x y ¤ x F 2C 1 q x « .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
Ž . Ž .Consequently, the inequality 55 implies 42 .
Now we turn to the proof of Claims 1 and 2.
« Ž .Proof of Claim 1. First we estimate the probability that x t fˆn
Ž d d . Ž . Ž . Ž .« r2, H y « r2 n s 1, . . . , N y 1 . By 24 and 25 ,n
P x « t F « dr2 or x « t G H y « dr2Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n n
« d
«F P x t y x « , t GŽ . Ž .ˆn nž /2
p d«t l l
lF P I y n u s y u s ds G .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý H mŽ« , s.sm 4 l n nq1ž /20ls1
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Lemma 3.3 implies that there is a positive constant C such that for24
n s 1, . . . , N y 1,
P x « t F « dr2 or x « t G H y « dr2Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n n
F C eyk 2 «y1Ž1qt . q eyk 2 «yŽ1 y2 d .Ž1qt .y3 . 56Ž .Ž .24
Thus, we get that for n s 1, . . . , N y 1,
‘
yr t « d « de P x t F « r2 or x t G H y « r2 dtŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .H n n n
0
F C exp yk «yŽ1 y2 d .r4 , 57Ž . 424 31
for some C ) 0 and k ) 0. In the same way,24 31
‘
yr t « d yŽ1y2 d .r4e P x t G H y « r2 dt F C exp yk « . 58Ž . Ž . 4ˆŽ .H N N 24 31
0
Let
B« s t : x « t y 0 n inf x « s s 0 .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆž /1 1 1½ 5
0FsFt
Then, for t g B«,1
u« t F u« t . 59Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ1 2
Define
u« t , u« t , t f B« ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ1 2 1« «u t , u t sŽ . Ž .Ž 1 2 « « «½ u t , u t , t g B .Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ1 1 1
Ž .Thus, in view of 59 , we have
« « « «u t s u t and u t F u t . 60Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ1 1 2 2
« «Ž Ž . Ž ..According to the definition of u t , u t ,1 2
t
« « «x t s x q u s y u s ds G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ H1 1 1 2
0
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Furthermore,
‘
yr t « «E e u t y u t dtŽ . Ž .ˆH 2 2
0
‘
yr t « «
«s E e u t y u t I dtŽ . Ž .ˆH 2 2 t g B 41
0
‘
yr t « «




«F max m E e I dt 4 H2  x Ž t .- 041ˆ1FlFp 0
‘




l yr t «F max m e P x t F dtŽ . 4 ˆH2 1ž /21FlFp 0
s C exp yk «yŽ1 y2 d .r4 61Ž . 425 31
Ž Ž ..by 57 for some C ) 0. Using this, we get25
‘ 1 1
yr t « de P x t G H y y « dtŽ .H 1 1 2ž /ž /2 20
‘ 1
yr t « dF e P x t G H y « dtŽ .ˆH 1 1ž /20
‘ 1 1
yr t « dq e P x t G H y y «Ž .H t 1 2ž /ž 2 20
1
« dand x t F H y « dtŽ .1ˆ 1 /2
‘ 1
yr t « dF e P x t G H y « dtŽ .ˆH 1 1ž /20
‘ 1
yr t « « d< <q e P x t y x t G « dtŽ . Ž .ˆH 1 1 2ž /20
‘ 1
yr t « dF e P x t G H y « dtŽ .ˆH 1 1ž /20
2
‘2 tyr t « «< <q e E u s y u s ds dt.Ž . Ž .ˆH H 2 2d« 0 0
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w xUsing the same method as that given in Sethi et al. 5 , we can show, in
Ž . Ž .view of 61 and 61 , that there is a positive constant C and k ) 026 31
such that
‘ 1 1
yr t « d yŽ1y2 d .r4e P x t G H y y « dt F C exp yk « .Ž .  4H 1 1 26 312ž /ž /2 20
62Ž .
Now we consider the system
t¡ Ž1. , « « «x t s x q u s y u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆH2 2 2 3
0~ tŽ1. , « « « «x t s x t s x q u s y u s ds, l s 3, . . . , N y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆHl l 3 l lq1
0
Ž1. , « « t «¢x t s x t s x q H u s y z ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆN N N 0 N
63Ž .
Note that
1 1 1 1
Ž1. , « d Ž1. , « dP x t F y « or x t G H y y «Ž . Ž .2 2 22 2ž / ž /ž /2 22 2
F P x « t F « dr2 or x « t G H y « dr2Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .2 2 2
1 1 1 1
Ž1. , « d Ž1. , « dqP x t F y « or x t G H y y «Ž . Ž .2 2 22 2½ 5ž / ž /ž 2 22 2
« d « d
«l x t g , H yŽ .2ˆ 2½ 5ž / /2 2
F P x « t F « dr2 or x « t G H y « dr2Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .2 2 2
« d
Ž1. , « «< <qP x t y x t GŽ . Ž .ˆ2 2 2ž /2
F P x « t F « dr2 or x « t G H y « dr2Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .2 2 2
« dt
« «< <qP u s y u s ds G .Ž . Ž .ˆH 2 2 2ž /20
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Ž .Then, similar to 61 , there is C ) 0 such that27
‘ 1 1 1 1
yr t Ž1. , « d dE e P x t f y « , H y y « dtŽ .H 2 n2 2ž / ž /ž /ž /2 22 20
yŽ1 y2 d .r4 yŽ1y2 d .r4F C exp yk « q exp yk « . 64Ž . 4  4Ž .27 31 31
Ž « Ž . « Ž ..Repeating the procedure of the modification for u t , u t on theˆ ˆ1 2
Ž . Ž « Ž . « Ž ..system 63 , suppose that the modification for u t , . . . , u t is done,ˆ ˆ1 nq1
« «Ž Ž . Ž ..that is, we get u t , . . . , u t such that1 nq1
« « « «u t s u t , u t F u t , l s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ1 1 lq1 lq1
and
« t « «¡x t s x q H u s y u s ds, l s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆl l 0 l lq1
Žn. , « t « «x t s x q H u s y u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆnq1 nq1 0 nq1 nq2
Žn. , « « t « «~x t s x t s x q H u s y u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .j j j 0 j jq1
j s n q 2, . . . , N y 1,




yr t « « yŽ1y2 d .r4ˆE e u t y u t dt F C exp yk « ,Ž . Ž .  4ˆH l l 26 3n
0
l s 1, . . . , n q 1, 66Ž .
n‘ 1 1
yr t « dE e P x t G H y y « dtŽ . ÝH l l jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
yŽ1 y2 d .r4F C exp yk « , l s 1, . . . , n , 67Ž . 428 3n
and
n‘ 1 1
yr t Žn. , « dE e P x t f y « ,Ž . ÝH nq1 jq1½ ž 2 20 js1
n1 1
dH y y « dtÝnq1 jq1 5/2 2js1
yŽ1 y2 d .r4 yŽ1y2 d .r4F C exp yk « q exp yk « , 68Ž . 4  4Ž .28 3n 3n
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« Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0. Now we modify u t of the system 65 . To do this,ˆ28 nq2
we define
« Žn. , « Žn. , «B s t : x t y 0 n inf x s s 0 .Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1 nq1½ 5ž /
0FsFt
Then, we have
« « «u t G u t , t g B . 69Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆnq2 nq1 nq1
Let
u« t , t f B« ,Ž .ˆnq2 nq1«u t sŽ .nq2 « «½ u t , t g B ,Ž .nq1 nq1
and
t
« « «x t s x q u s y u s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ Hnq1 nq1 nq1 nq2
0
Ž .Then, in view of 69 ,
« «u F u t .Ž .ˆnq2 nq2
« « Ž .By the definition of B , we know that x t G 0. Furthermore,nq1 nq1
‘
yr t « «E e u t y u t dtŽ . Ž .ˆH nq2 nq2
0
‘
l yr t Žn. , «F max m E e P x t F 0 dtŽ . 4 Ž .Hnq2 nq1
1FlFp 0
n‘ 1 1
l yr t Žn. , « dF max m E e P x t F y « dt.Ž . 4 ÝHnq2 nq1 jq1ž /ž /2 21FlFp 0 js1
Ž .Consequently, by 68 ,
‘
yr t « « yŽ1y2 d .r4E e u t y u t dt F C exp yk « 70Ž . Ž . Ž . 4ˆH nq2 nq2 29 3, nq1
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0 and k ) 0. Similar to 62 , we use 66 and 67 to20 3, nq1
obtain
nq1‘ 1 1
yr t « dE e P x t G H y y « dtŽ . ÝH nq1 nq1 jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
yŽ1 y2 d .r4F C exp yk « 71Ž . 430 3, nq1
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Ž . Ž .for some C ) 0 and k ) 0. Similar to 64 , we can see from 66 ,30 3, nq1
Ž .67 that there is a positive constant C ) 0 such that31
nq1‘ 1 1
yr t Žnq1. , « dE e P x t f y « ,Ž . ÝH nq2 jq1½ ž 2 20 js1
nq11 1
dH y y « dtÝnq2 jq1 5/2 2js1
yŽ1 y2 d .r4 yŽ1y2 d .r4F C exp yk « q exp yk « . 72Ž . 4  4Ž .31 3, nq1 3, nq1
Let n s N y 1, and we get Claim 1.
Proof of Claim 2. Let
« « «Bˆ s t : H y x t y 0 n inf H y x s s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .N N N N Nž /½ 5
0FsFt
Then
« «ˆu t G z , t g B . 73Ž . Ž .N N
Define
« «ˆu t , t f B ,Ž .N N«u t sŽ .N «½ ˆz , t g B .N
Then,
t
« «x t s x q u s y z ds F H .Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ HN N N N
0
Ž . « Ž .In view of 73 , by the definition of u t ,N
« «u t F u t . 74Ž . Ž . Ž .N N
Furthermore,
‘
yr t « «E e u t y u t dtŽ . Ž .H N N
0
‘
l yr t «F max m E e P x t ) H dtŽ . 4 Ž .HN N N
1lFp 0
N‘ 1 1
l yr t « dF max m E e P x t G H y y « dt.Ž . 4 ÝHN N N jq1ž /ž /2 21lFp 0 js1
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Ž .Using 29 , we get
‘
yr t « « yŽ1y2 d .r4E e u t y u t dt F C exp yk « , 75Ž . Ž . Ž . 4H N N 32 3
0
for some C ) 0. Let32
tŽNy1. , « « «x t s x q u s y u s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ HNy1 Ny1 Ny1 N
0
Ž . ŽNy1.Ž .According to 74 , x t G 0. Furthermore,ˆNy1
Nq1‘ 1 1
yr t ŽNy1. , « dE e P x t G H y y « dtŽ .ˆ ÝH Ny1 Ny1 jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
N‘ 1 1
yr t « dF E e P x t G H y y « dtŽ . ÝH Ny1 Ny1 jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
Nq1‘ 1 1
yr t ŽNy1. , « dq E e P x t G H y y «Ž .ˆ ÝH Ny1 Ny1 jq1ž /2 20 js1
N1 1
« dand x t F H y y « dtŽ . ÝNy1 Ny1 jq1ž /2 2js1
N‘ 1 1
yr t « dF E e P x t G H y y « dtŽ . ÝH Ny1 Ny1 jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
d
‘ «
yr t ŽNy1. , « «q E e P x t y x t G dt.Ž . Ž .ˆH Ny1 Ny1 Nq1ž /20
Ž .Similar to 64 , we get
Nq1‘ 1 1
yr t ŽNy1. , « dE e P x t G H y y « dtŽ .ˆ ÝH Ny1 Ny1 jq1ž /ž /2 20 js1
F C exp yk «yŽ1 y2 d .r4 , 76Ž . 433 41
for some C ) 0 and k ) 0.33 41
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Now we consider the system:
ŽNy1. , « t « «x t s x q H u s y u s ds, k s 1, . . . , N y 2,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆk k 0 k kq1
ŽNy1. , « t « «½ x t s x q H u s y u s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆNy1 Ny1 0 Ny1 N
Repeating the above procedure, we get Claim 2.
4. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL
In this section, based on the proofs of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1, we
give a procedure to construct an asymptotic optimal control.
Construction of an Asymptotic Optimal Control
Ž . Ž 1Ž . pŽ ..Step I. Pick an «-optimal control U « , ? s u « , ? , . . . , u « , ? g
0Ž . 0A x for P , i.e.,
p
‘
yr t je h x « , t q g c u « , t dt - ¤ x q « ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH j
0 js1
Ž . Ž . Ž .where x « , t is the state trajectory under the control U « , t with x « , 0
s x. Let
Hn
a H s max .Ž . d½ 5H y 2«1FnFN n
Define
u j « , tŽ .nju « , t s , j s 1, . . . , p , n s 1, . . . , N.Ž .ˆk a HŽ .
Step II. Set
p
« « « j
« ju t s u t , . . . , u s I u « , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆÝ1 N m Ž t .sm 4
js1
and
x « t s x q « d q H t u« s y u« s ds, k s 1, . . . , N y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆk k 0 k kq1
« d t «½ x t s x q « q H u s y z dt.Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆN N 0 N
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Set
« «u t s u t .Ž . Ž .ˆ1 1
Ž .Sub-step n n s 2, . . . , N . Set
z « t s x Žny1. , « t y 0 n inf x Žny1. , « s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆny1 ny1 ny1ž /
0FsFt
where
tŽny1. , « d « «x t s x q « q u s y u s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆHny1 ny1 ny1 n
0
Let
B« s t : z « t s 0 , 4Ž .ˆny1 ny1
u« t , if t g B« ,Ž .ˆny1 ny1«u t sŽ .n « «½ u t , if t f B .Ž .ˆn ny1
« « «Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Then we get u t s u t , . . . , u t .1 N
Step III. Set
« « «u t s u t , . . . , u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N
and
« d t « «x t s x q « q H u s y u s ds, k s 1, . . . , N y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k 0 k kq1
« d t «½ x t s x q « q H u s y z dt.Ž . Ž .Ž .N N 0 N
Define
« « «Bˆ s t : H y x t y 0 n inf H y x s s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .N N N N Nž /½ 5
0FsFt
Let
« «ˆu t , t f B ,Ž .N N«u t sŽ .N «½ ˆz , t g B .N
Ž .Sub-step n n s N y 1, . . . , 1 . Set
« Žn. , « Žn. , «Bˆ s t : H y x t y 0 n inf H y x s 0 ,Ž .  4Ž .n n n n n½ 5ž /
0FsFt
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where
tŽn. , « d « «x t s x q « q u s y u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn n n nq1
0
and let
u« t , if t g B« ,Ž .nq1 n«u t sŽ .n « «½ u t , if t f B .Ž .ˆn n
« Ž . Ž « Ž . « Ž ..Then we get u t s u t , . . . , u t .1 N
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, under the discounted cost criterion, the problem of
hierarchical production control in a stochastic manufacturing system with
machines in tandem is investigated. A study of the hierarchical production
control for the general jobshop system, as accomplished in the case of
w xunlimited buffers by Sethi and Zhou 4 , remains open and is a topic for
future research.
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